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SECTION _ A

lvery Short Answer typel

(One word to maximum of one sentences, Answer all questions)

^ 1. Define operating system.

- 2. Which state of a process is called ready state?

3. What is device queue?

4. What is known as race condition?

5. What is a safe state?

6. What is the use of banker's algorithm?

7. An address generated bythe CPU is commonly referred to as

P.T.O.



I. What is worstfit?

9. What is file seek?

10. What is latency time?

(10x1=10Marks)

SECTION _ B

[Short answer]

[Not to exceed one paragraph, answer any eight questions. Each question carries
2 marksl

'l 1. Explain the layered approach to operating system structure.

12. Differentiate the role of long term scheduler and short term scheduler?

13. What is a dispatcher?

14. What is resource-allocation graph?

15 What is starvation?

16. How process termination causes to deadlock recovery?

17. What is the advantage of dynamic loading?

18. Differentiate internal fragmentation and external fragmentation.

19. What is access matrix?

20. What are the operations that can be performed on a directory?

21. What are the advantages of lndexed allocation?

22. How free-space is managed using bit vector implementation?

(8x2=16Marks)
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SECTION _ C

lshort Essayl

[Not to exceed 't20 words, answer any six questions. Each questidn carries 4 marks]

23. Explain diFterent operating system services.

24. What are the different categories of system programs?

25. Write a note on process control block.

26. What are the solutions to critical-section problem?

27. W|le a note on deadlock detection techniques.
- 28. Explain swapping in memory management.

29. What is Demand Paging? Discuss its advantages.

30. Explain different file access methods.

31. What is meant by polling?

(6x4=24Marks)

SECTION - D

[Long Essay]

[Answer any two questions. Each question carries 15 marks]

32. Discuss the following scheduling algorithms with example.
(a) FCFS scheduling
(b) Priorityscheduling
(c) Multilevel queue scheduling

33. Describe deadlock prevention strategies in detail.

34. What is segmentation? Explain segmentation architecture in detail.

35. Explain the different disk scheduling algorithms with examples.

(2 x 15 = 30 Marks)
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